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Introduction 

I recycled the editing copy of Wild Marjoram Tea, using 
sections of these pages to create a small one-off book. 
Cutting holes in the pages (after B.S. Johnson’s Albert 
Angelo), I assembled the book block from these sheets.* 

I used image reading software to see what it would 
make of the pages. I took photographs† and opened 
them as text docs, which turns any script in the image 
into text that can be cut and pasted. I then copied the 
subsequent ‘readings’. The cut-out sections, and the 
different text directions, challenged the programme to 
find meaning where there was none, and this resulted in 
some curious – if not entirely random – texts. 
 The source material is a novel of folk horror, fitting 
with the Broodcomb Press focus on strange tales and 
weird fiction. However, where Wild Marjoram Tea fits its 
genres, Eaten Cruelties jumps the rails into experimental 
fiction—  
 Sections of text come through in clear and others 
throw up intriguing and incomplete forms. There are 
stretches of nonsense, and sections where the reading 
eye has reached out of English for its understanding. 
Here and there, letters and words drift into other 
alphabets, and in one instance a whole phrase leaps into 
existence from a language I cannot even identify. There 
are intriguing new terms – Yew befog – and curious verbs: 

                                                           
* This is a repeat of last year’s recycling of the novel The Night of 
Turns, retitled The Sour Child [bc11a]. This introduction is a 
recycling of that introduction.  
† The photographs in this side project are not high quality: they 
were taken fast and in poor light. Fixing them would take more 
skill than I have, and also the nature of the project would have 
changed; even the slightest changes in angle, light or distance led 
to the image reading software interpreting texts quite differently.  



purbed the candle flame or ploubling; a fancy adverb sets off 
a line: forestantiolatu.  
 As with the first of these machine-read books, there 

are stretches of poetry— 

That did he came to Fat 
212 pure prosen 
of stears flowed 
glet fall, the rem 
Choice but to dopo 
his pockers greve trange. Every time 
imb back 
boty that had felé 
Pest man helt 

 

—or lines that sound as if they might have been lifted 
from a sub-Finnegans Wake manuscript found in an 
undergraduate’s bottom drawer: Ne Egs on the matter, but 
she knew she bod so she nodded. Reading through the texts, 
I noted down possible titles and found them pleasingly 
suggestive— 
 

A Closed Malevole 
The Latural Chair 
Beam and Angul 
Eaten Cruelties 
Buttercup 1 
Repliclumsin 

 

 As written in the introduction to The Sour Child— 
 

I’ve always been fascinated with Oulipo, and whilst I 
am not sure this exactly fits with the ideals of potential 
literature, [Eaten Cruelties] is a kissing cousin.  
 If anything, this side project reminds me (painfully) 
of Xeroxed poetry I’d find in pamphlet form in 



second-hand bookshops as a child. In the market in 
Tiverton, a man I knew only as the Book Man had lots 
of the stuff: collage poetry, typographic experiment, 
socialist calls to arms, the cruel ee cummings rash that 
seemed virulently contagious between the ages of fifteen 
and twenty-five. I loved it; loved the tiny little fires it 
would light in the imagination. 

 
 It continues to fascinate me the images of the pages 
of this evening’s diversion were each ‘read’ by image 
reading software. It’s the function of the machine – it’s 
only doing its job – but the fact interpreting software 
gives meaning to nonsense – gives something in return for 
nothing – raises disturbing questions about the validity of 
interpretation. If a machine gets better at ‘reading’ such 
scripts, nonsense may come to look more and more like 
sense, and if a certain point is reached where the bulk of 
the interpreted text looks right, then the pull towards 
believing what the machine has produced is the truth 
will be persuasive.  
 These thoughts brought to mind a chapter from The 
Settlements. As an appendix, I have included this here. 
 Extracts from this new Oulipo-cyborg project/utter 
waste of a rainy Tuesday evening in June are below. The 
title is taken from one of the fragments.   
 

J.M. Walsh 
29/06/2021 



Fragment 1 

 

 

Ing. Tom always seemed lost in thought, and P 
roundings. Just getting to the south of Pook’s urt of an 
hour, and she could smell their packe ley heard the 
roar safe knovas high. She had 

Tore laterandule is T-shirt 

is to he sight felraking the tracing uld be abous to he 
sight felip line ocket 1er replant.’11 



bypas. Fen she said , intrusive, an when all before ite 
same, even deadow, buttercup 1, columbine, orchid. 
She loved saying the name brds ended and there was 

only the bypassinf ਣੇbਰਧ ਆਂਚੈਕੈ. 

crawled in 

man  



Fragment 2 

 

 

2 do- and be about 

O U 

Srepiant. Pus h 

Femrsne sadecking the a 

on burete 

handle attached ruST 1100 enten met 

10 

TC 



- pt 

in trunOment, aneu 

t have crawled in and died,” she said. mptied un 

tareganu da slumpi e blanc her : - pənə, 

a plahrough cared line pey staysneyəqli hent anu - 
Pxqu vomalass her) 

before spoon, from pia uəl dn ǝuos 

an egg itton an ou - uənin anal 

ooked fo lence was a shock. Elfy covered it well he 
muttered. buldn’t see what he’d found. Once he’d 
rinse 

 

 

  



Fragment 3 

 

 

We and Tom went walking There end of money.” - 
herbalist,” she said at last. “Odd family. * 02 wurd. She 
used her curved paring knife to cu 

doubled in on itself. She had no teeth w 

voods Nos Taxe dian 

e se n 

yet she’d nothing to say, no wherewithal. She he 
looked like he’d done something wrong, as preciousve. 
“It happened here,2, repliclumsin or the yes were 

driven into way was. Uə set sitting e he spos driven in 



by the wea of wb can’t drite where thige Yew Fas 
glecu.”1 

it thepar a ck and two is givirledkyanquoled. His 
mother’s blerink.” A a whileno arricktariu wilat’was 
meant by this Garted talking he seemed to want to 
continue but  



Fragment 4 

 

 

h ering for a conver 

the end of the cotton has su w each other of a spent 
the bulk with Petershe 

Wins of the ti eaningful 

Eter a silengd’ye neasured as die okayf bitternes hard, 
but the and tighted wh:hear abou histing porn oking at 
youre fear he said one point. The 



. Sorry. Your pups are two different sizes.” I need to 
take otherwise the pupil Ninks to 

can’t explain what happened next. I entered a pl 
Hwaking. Now I think my brain did me a kindn off 
cold. I heard voices, but not in a mad way. knew. My 
mum. My dad when I was a kid. The e it out. I don’t 
know . scribe it. It was like ak in another ro momeya 
remembered on 

a life. I recalled e nd was on stage. I was may 

Deter. They were called The Toilet Grat But I always 
wanted to sing with them. 

Lorine and the bortfriend calle  



Fragment 5 

 

 

aty Thyunin sttucu 111, ic wawi waiu silences or im-

grin hungering for a conversational opening, when the 

end of the cotton has split. The tru know each 

other,olt of state spent the bulk of h ner with Petershe 

y ing of the time s meaningfulm-fter a silencde 

measured in r. m, as the “okay cf bitternessh hd, what 

they to er and tighted wh hear abou histing point. 

ooking at your be field,” he said one point. “The t- 

Sorry. Your pupus are two different sizes.” ps I need 



to take otherwise the pupil shrinks to I see out of it 

happ 

can’t explain what happened ne A waking Now I think 

my brain did me akina off cold. I heard voices, but not 

in a mad was My mum. My dad when I was a kid. TL 

describe it. It wa 

ains 

 

  



Fragment 6 

 

 

U out moms taporu “Would you like a bee?” he said 

She took one. “Go on,” he said, 

Polly did so. The bees were no Shyly, from th corner 

of her eye, 

dge was eating the 

ck silver thumb 

was doing; h pistachio will did was twise 



snis butter-knife out. He flu i sp shell into th: at first, 

by 

he found a seat crack the Fand-yellow shell di in her 

mouth. 

“It tastes like honey,” she said. “Well, yes,” replied the 

gentlem 

They walked for a long time, th 

befal 

 

  



Fragment 7 

 

 

How twisted and strang out I went. Vivid dreams, 

except they weren’t dr. oors should be- I exited that 

weird hallucinati den door in the basem aun he band.” 

Elfy sh Anyway, you don’t h su Suru ar this. Nothing 1 

g about another peu ayolly sa stopped. I screamevege 

shapelute. And gra mood and emotions had round this 

strange, ev king or waves mid-sea. I don’t remember 

the res! yas changed. In the grave, I was changed for 

the 

tenha desteht mtotoapse she ansteknow the ly 

wondered at the direction taken. At first it wa 

#countability like a summer frock  



Fragment 8 

 

 

of the rotary telephone at the foot of the stairs 

Tom at the gate. He was staring out at the gral| I been 

trodden out of existence. alked fast, pup the clearing 

before eleven, ti was similar: tha. 

or ajar, smoke reluc The house was 14 ore 2014 

seemed p rely around the building 

circle ten 1. Like thieves, Polly thought4; away, wa es 

were all silver birches. Some tip!Sf their unif person 

was darting into their shadows wheneve small figure. 

After a while, she realised this was  



Fragment 9 

 

 

Ine music seçmICu to get ut ist shadow somewhere 
out there in Where have you gone?” 



It was impossible they should be he houses had been 
right there, but s15 affic out in the trees was slowly 
fads the best direction begin ó ó 

e is vital to 

Polly turned 

o find nd her, his fin 

2 the best “The woods a pus tora ir for it, but they 
playing as krmit me to lead you out?” 

Polly didn’t know what to say. Ne Egs on the matter, 
but she knew she bod so she nodded. 

The man walked in the exact opp 

V the daisies over my head to landon the path Steer. I 
throw the primroses over my left shoulde 

 

 

  



Fragment 10 

 

 

me who 

ll Prground. It wass is vital to a 

It can’t be true becau grumble, but ror somet e were 

stoned on magic rand the wy now. “I’ve 

is. But then there were people in the trees. They und. 

Polly was looking at Elfy 11 

is we tried to walk out of the wood. You poi 

Tom’s mum to death was a closed, malevole: In her 

mind from because it challenged all she y ws she’cn 

them. Elfy looked at her direc her feet med kill ‘io ley 



have my po with the In the inelling h sted. The sh 2 y. 

I thhooves. 

althoughg his same Yew befog. In tlas that e was fem 

thing blew duó 1ažn-end Lonid her ir reath, apple 

travelled to his shop in Hur her con ful she westul 

Eauritsershook her awake. It happened since a 

neighbour’s child had drow 

‘s old and she’d caught sight of the  



Fragment 11 

 

 

ter my terrible 

That aloneness is vital to an adolescent.” rs. My 
mother would grumble, but my grand loved it. The 
moonlight and the woods. I’d go the kettle on the 
stove. “When I was in my te 

cau?qsuns aqi oju? Y 927 oz Super2CS2D248 42a 
DIOL IRIDIRIX 

ffas.mno yuup or dago aq randa up the false graves his 
grandad had dug, Youk all The Golden Bough and the 
counterculture and bins,” she sem. That gubbins. 
Gubbins is a good eath the g 



graves, there is a thick la planks. Selling 

h o t and the vault of the ank, refilled ham Yew befo 

her and his friends we py one. Essentially, thty. avgi-
ena d alive for tu x in the evening to come out in win 
Frming at si ich, much later. This was the sixties, 
seventies. I viously, I’d have been ten, for heaven’s 
sake  



Fragment 12 

 

 

meu ne tree, high into th latural chair where a child 
might sig, 3. ping Thin put his hand on it to fin a Sid 
themselves up and looked ove) 

the place. There’s a walk 



as. It’s an ancient way th the devil crew 2 stone 

the river the whole way until 

Tu You know where an ancient way through the aver 
There’s a walk along the river there 

hollow all the way do n. A spir: is pound the staircases 
a bedroorsa 

Harder, cupboard short bed for sign of inter u dirds 
lined th je trunk ho t and Thin sa 

radi and the design, was beam and angul 

tern gama 

n other floor, an 

She cemet 

paves.” 

saw a tail Sing around the sphere sters and pulled the 
spiral stairca 5. Head first he entered the trun lo let 
himself down the shaft. Fc 

 

 

  



Fragment 13 

 

 

n tola nım evēryuning trīy nad Tora ner. SME had 
about leaving all unfinished and her need told him she 
knew Elfy and Peter would no Tom; that there 

w p ak thought in her hea s body down 

The river, or eaten sand crueltiesəf8 sun mət apptieen 
in her head ree in the mi jo vam ayt to have an ensem 
tem “ the key. If key r.” 

fazeus as silent for a long moment. Outside night hag 
nd drear sunflowers waving in the wind. A latc 
minuta...... damn nnd thud-footed  



Fragment 14 

 

 

moth water from alcohol and brown sugar, as d to the 
edge of the forest near where they’d 

forestantiolatu She painted the solution on the en thy 
mreu apa , she and Tom watched as th ted 
(W.JCQuider called lollygagging. She’d broug mothy 

Us 2 por had filled his pockets with can ht ofəy djo pie 
lit him - lit them both when sh - and pastWey got close 

to the patch of sugai vere aləts!I *Si a moon of light, 
impenetrable dar) staring at a moth that seemed the 
size of her fi: purbed the candle’s flame. 

! Buueys poops wɔje pop  



Fragment 15 

 

 

that barely reached the knee but tall hedges i it grass 
that lined the path to the graves. In his 

aze, the way illuminated by the gold heads of ti b of 
the eerie light his shadow he man the darkne w shado 

lost. Bing corner after a dental find a de: lly laughed, 
and once Tom had hiurd what he less happily. “On the 
graves there was somethi the grave called A Hare there 
was a hare, aslee scissors.” 

up 

DUIS CUOI  



Fragment 16 

 

 

u. DUTTUSO TCLLICITUCI UIking maybe the 

grave I spoke to real people in my past. I at was my 

experience. For another person in the nise who 

camasam in that som fextremis, ation and 

n u mind miy you w pregnant things were 



hind. “Is it gettioi thier already?” Said Polly, qunét. 

lfy’s eyes filled with tears. “What I can tell you 

fternoon, Tom came here as you imagined. He home. 

He thought his father needed time to g lly shook 

hoekol k odbuy him the 

police would come, so we put him in the nds.  

didn’t donor they were fal they were ftrap. 

& But we kept pu left. And post. Even 

Ž cedone, we roll led up the ploubling have got ou 

Stelus ok her head. “It looks a thin layer, but the weigh 

And why would he have put it back in place?” did he 

go?”  



Fragment 17 

 

 

Ag 9sod 

That did he came to Fat 

212 pure prosen 

of stears flowed 

glet fall, the rem 

Choice but to dopo 



his pockers greve trange. Every time 

imb back 

boty that had felé 

Pest man helt 

goods 139 

pt silent for a time to let the heat disperse. W! ther 
little. It was a version of a truth she’d alway: ittle anger 
in her now, and part of her understoc Liple - had 
demo then thing they could. The em to an asy K 

prapca JOT y this was an ƏƏM SSury: O ng rather yet 
there 16 W PUIUJE polfy was alo ke of lonára ug win 
ui ui e sem wThe woma d bottle, and Polly had only 
had one glass. Elf mpaired. She lived at a remove from 
society. I leaving of how she’d be with Elfy - she for  



Fragment 18 

 

 

n) mh nis me, each TONI meat 

letal. 

“To give himself space to right li f the trunk. In the 
process he lost ab 8 Le swore, bas hside of the im he 
waste Test man he kr 

quct. 



jat’s share s ty that had falli 

“Slowly, he began to climb back be something strange. 
Every time li unk, the gold in his pockets grew h 
Emself, he’s choice but to drop 

thin the could. The pt silent for a time to let the heat 
disperse. W ther little. It was a version of a truth she’d 
alway irde anger in her now, and part of her understoc 
ple - had done to m to an asy 

ter, for eac Vet fall, the rem eight as the resources tears 
flowed 

t climb out that a gold, and even a DI “Almost at 
once, he came to Fat, y This didn’t surprise Thin. 
What did 

  



Fragment 19 

 

 

Ney reached ne next tree, and th, 

ght. Polly saw Tom in the distance Ink in wonder. She 
was certain an 



before the sun had been high in thg ple was heading 
for houses, but nou bds and the darkness was alive wit 
th, badge: p ere the slith: yho, event s were snakeat 
heart g 

sid voles are of the gibiu ya 18lly felt oth | br just 
behind the first row of tree 

scrub carrying packs and bundlal sight of any of these 
beings, on d distant song put to join Tom when she 
realis here a very different woman fro’. 

15 means 

 

 

 

  



Fragment 20 

 

 

DE DE le so made she was happy simply to look at 

them d the bubbles caught in the thick glass. Some d 

so dark as to be almost non-transparent. Lool d the 

day to nişnell ‘E res she adorec d hauled out a mana 

mene of a human re and there bu 

6 he sight felt 1 weighty. It w 

c replant.’17 3 1 of the mettu: sen she said cut yourself 

or dn’t understand the appeal of the kettle to Tom At 

repulsed her. Rust always reminded her of scal ready to 

peel off. At the back of the kettle, wh 

in the woods, 

hree cotters 



Appendix – Extract from The Settlements – “I speak” 

 
Petulino found me staring disconsolately at an empty 
glass. The room was dark. I was framed in the upflung 
glow of the chapel beacon. Petulino sat outwith the 
light.  
 “Speak,” she whispered. “No one’s here.” 
 After a pause I said, “At a recent summons a woman 
talked of despair as both particle and wave. A sciencey 
way to say how a state particular to one person can be 
part of wider desolation, I think. It reminded me of a 
book I read long ago—  
 “There’s a theory of the universe that says there’s no 
theory of the universe. The search for the grand theory 
of everything is futile, and the bits of physics that make 
sense are few, far between. All else is chaos. What little 
we understand is remote and alone in a disordered 
darkness, never to join or cohere, like spikes in static or 
islands in the Pacific.  
 “The same is true of my work, Petulino. I reach ends 
of comfort or rest with some people I visit, but they’re 
few, and everything else remains in a desperate, helpless 
mess. I’ve this lovely vision of my work as smoothing 
the nap on an enormous length of social cloth until all 
is perfect, yet moments after my hand has passed it 
snaps back to crease and clot. Order isn’t possible, and 
it never was. I even knew it never was but blinkered 
myself like a horse filling a plague pit. All is orderless 
and will always remain so. The places where life is 
explicable are remote and alone. Spikes in the static. 
 “My fear is that the settlements and the problems of 
those in it were manageable when it was only a matter 
of this place. But something has been broken by the 
breach between Ubnisland and our land. And even 



that’s not true, because there’s always been secret traffic, 
it seems. It’s the awareness of the breach that has made 
me question. The light cast by the breach has thrown 
everything into disorder, and perversely has made life 
look tame. And if I’m to tell the truth, the awareness of 
the breach has enlivened me, making me hum with 
danger, possibility. I myself feel the pull Edita describes. 
A dark-adapted yearning. When I read her 
manuscript―. The pull is not to enter Ubnisland. That 
thought scares me. But to know. The pull is to know. 
To discover new things. To discover old things. And the 
concerns of those who summon me diminish in 
proportion.  
 “A boy is missing. Did you hear? Simon Müllerin, 
snatched from a bus. Before, it would have been a 
despicable crime but an ordinary one. Now we know 
he’s been stolen across the border and the act becomes 
sinister, darkly violent. Doktor Krab is listening to the 
thoughts of a girl who’s been dead for thirty years. 
There’s a thing about with orange skin and fur that 
smells of cloves when it burns. My wife is dead. 
Everything is upflustered and strewn about.” 
 There was silence. From downstairs came the sound 
of one of Petulino’s records playing low. The quiet was 
so complete I heard the words sung, the music crossing 
a temporal barrier from a past existence. Water sleeps even 
when it flows.  
 “No doubt this is always true,” I continued. 
“There’re only isolated pockets of order. Because we’re 
human and pattern seekers we’re drawn to them, fool 
ourselves our actions increase the amount of order. 
They don’t. There’s a meagre ration of order, and we 
push it about our lives, and whatever has fallen under 
the spell of that movable order goes to ruin as soon as 



attention passes to the next fresh chaos. Order is a 
magnifying glass, a moving point of expertise travelling 
in time as newspapers used to be for history and current 
events. Tiny, meaningless. Worse than meaningless 
because the transient order gives the illusion of 
meaning. My hand on the cloth is the wave of order, 
and what’s left in the wake and what lies ahead is chaos. 
I’m a fool to believe any different.” 
 Quietly, Petulino said, “Yes, you are.” 
 That she might simply agree hadn’t occurred to me. 
Her three words popped my woe as easily as a tack does 
a balloon. I found her accord piss-looseningly, heel-
hammeringly, breath-thievingly hilarious. I was lost in 
laughter for minutes, and each time I saw her happy yet 
unsure face, I was returned to laughter anew, tickled by 
the idea I might use her response in daily life, telling all 
who summoned me not to be such bloody fools. 
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